Our development team have over 25 years
extensive experience using state of the art
technologies to develop award winning
Virtual Reality (VR), Virtual Environment (VE)
and Augmented Reality (AR) solutions that
can be used for almost any subject matter.
VR/VE/AR Based Scenarios are the perfect step
between theoretical and practical learning. The
possibilities of 3D and VR are endless, ranging
from environments, buildings, equipment to
people. VR based assessment solutions can also
be oﬀered to allow learners to be left to their
own devices in a controlled environment and
provides a scalable and innovative method of
evaluation. The apprenticeship reform has led to
a new market opportunity for end point
assessment for every apprentice completing
their apprenticeship.
We can also combine digital twins with VR and
AR simulations. We can create a replica of any
real life setting, from a small workshop to whole
complex sites and networks. Our VR and AR
systems can be used to visualise real world data
overlaid on virtual machinery representations
resulting in the best realistic learning
experience.

OUR CUSTOMERS

Real-life Simulations We use VR to create
interactive scenarios which reﬂect real-life
situations. VR can be used to simulate the way
equipment responds; emulate the way
machinery works or to replicate soft skills such
as human actions and behaviour. Anything is
possible; just let your imagination go wild!
Safe Training Environment Our interactive
scenarios can simulate potentially harmful
real-life situation or replicating a piece of
dangerous equipment so learners can gain a
knowledge and understanding of the hazards
and risks without being put into a costly or
harmful environment.

Visualising Complex Situations Complicated
pieces of equipment, processes or systems can
be recreated using a number of techniques.
Allowing learners to visualise mechanisms and
processes that would be physically or logistically
diﬃcult to do so in other conditions.
Cost Savings By modelling your equipment,
possibly down to the ﬁnest detail you require to
distribute the training. Your learners can
interact with it, follow best practice procedures
or carry out fault ﬁnding scenarios, all without
having to access (and possibly damage) the real
equipment.
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INDUSTRY CHALLENGES
• Simplify and accelerate fault diagnostics,
maintenance and repair
• Contextualise complex system data,
making it available wherever it is needed
• Reduce multiple home repair visits
• Reduce the likelihood and costs of
replacing parts unnecessarily
• Improve Health and Safety
• Seamlessly perform tasks with minimal
instructions and human interface leading
to a more reliable and better experience
for the customer
• Streamline work processes and speed up
repair methods to achieve higher
productivity and reduced inspection and
maintenance costs

mXreality is developing mXassist, a Virtual
Technical Assistant combined with Artiﬁcial
Intelligence to support engineers as they
carry out visual fault diagnostics,
maintenance, servicing, parts identiﬁcation
and repair. It can be integrated with existing
fault diagnostic systems, reading accessible
data and then visualising it using a mixed
reality or virtual reality headset, a mobile
smart phone or tablet.

KEY FEATURES
• Equipment and component identiﬁcation
• Augmented Reality tracking of
equipment and components
• Virtual component and information
overlay on real equipment
• Access to searchable documentation
(e.g. service manuals)
• Visual identiﬁcation of faulty components
• Step by step guide to repair faults
• Safety processes and information
• Remote Assistance with virtual
annotations
• Logs engineers’ activities and actions
• Training aid

KEY
BENEFITS
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INDUSTRY CHALLENGES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sub-optimal site and asset management
Contextualisation of complex system data
Complex asset management (multiple assets
across vast locations)
Disparate data sets
Dispersed asset information
Fragmented workforce/environments
Hazardous working conditions/travel
Skills gap (ageing workforce)
Cost reduction

OUR SOLUTION
mXreality Ltd (part of Enzen Group) can oﬀer a
pioneering solution called mXvision which can
help to tackle these challenges.
mXvision is a Virtual/Augmented/Mixed Reality
based Digital Twin system or reproduction of
any network, site or asset enabling you to
simulate your real world operations and
activities to plan maintenance, manage asset
performance, optimise distribution, recreate
high risk situations for incident control/planning
and enable remote site management.

site supervisor/security etc.), ensuring that only
the appropriate information is displayed. They
will see the same 3D environment but with
tailored functionalities, information and
interactions based on their job role. The
mXvision system can allow for a Super User (i.e.
Senior Manager/Director) who can access the
mixed reality digital twins for all their site
locations and assets, enabling them to receive
real-time information on performance, staﬀ
locations, maintenance schedules etc from their
oﬃce location.

Using mXvision, you will be able to remotely
access and explore any area of your network,
sites and assets regardless of physical locations,
weather and travel conditions, and virtually
explore the site with real data so you can receive
live status updates from on-site and feed this
information back into your System.

Collaboration mXvision allows for better and
more eﬃcient communication, enabling multiple
users with various roles and at various locations
to collaborate directly within the system,
accessing the same digital twin from their own
perspective or sharing their view with everyone
on the call.

We will provide these building blocks, and our
team of experts will provide the roadmap
required to put it in place so that you are able to
truly leverage the beneﬁts of mXvision.

Remote Assist With the challenge of an
ageing/retiring workforce with skills that cannot
be easily captured, mXvision oﬀers the ability to
call upon an expert who can see what the
technician sees and provide remote guidance in
context via annotations on their device. This
makes better use of the expert’s time as they
can support many more technicians without
having to physically attend each site.

Data mXvision 3D visualisations of sites and
assets can be created and presented in Virtual
and Augmented Reality (VR/AR) and then
integrated with real-time data from your existing
sources including (but not limited to)
Geographic Information System (GIS), Building
Information Modelling (BIM), SCADA, PLC, IOT
and Telemetry. It is a true Digital Twin solution
to fully integrate assets, work and safety
information in one place.
Users The mXvision environment can be
automatically tailored via permission levels to
the user’s role and competency (i.e. technician/
maintenance engineers/incident commanders/

Integrated Augmented Video We can add an
option to view existing live CCTV footage and
then having identiﬁed key elements in the
footage, augment it, superimposing 2D/3D
information and live data over it, enabling users
to have a greater degree of contextual
information at their ﬁngertips from their live
monitoring systems.

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

•

mXvision can be used in many areas of asset
management including:

Fault Diagnostic We can oﬀer our mXassist
system to help with fault diagnostic. It is a
Virtual Technical Assistant combined with
Artiﬁcial Intelligence to support engineers as
they carry out visual fault diagnostics,
maintenance, servicing, parts identiﬁcation and
repair. It can be integrated with existing fault
diagnostic systems, reading accessible data and
then visualising it using a mixed reality or virtual
reality headset, a mobile smart phone or tablet.

•
•
•
•

KEY
BENEFITS

Maintenance The mXvision platform can be
used to integrate multiple systems and
applications. It can be used to monitor
maintenance status, visually identifying assets
that have been recently maintained, or
scheduled for pending maintenance, as well as
providing alerts for assets that are overdue
maintenance. By selecting assets, various types
of BIM and other data can also be displayed,
including historical maintenance & inspection
information, relevant technical details, service
manuals, etc.

Digital recreation of networks simulating real
world scenarios enabling planned
maintenance, asset performance and
optimisation of gas distribution
Visual notiﬁcations on pending service and
maintenance dates
Real-time and near real-time data and
information overlays
Single point of access to all asset information
Remote collaboration with multiple
participants

Improve
H&S

Improve
knowledge
retention &
transfer

Instant access
to site & assets

Improve
Improve asset
inspection & management &
maintenance
logistics
eﬃciency

Optimised
headcount

Reduce
OPEX & CAPEX

Incident Command In case of any emergency
or incidents, mXvision can help to facilitate
emergency planning and incident control by
providing a safe, stress-free environment from
which the Incident Commander can see the
entire incident area and associated conditions
such as weather to calmly direct resources
whilst being able to understand the wider
impact of the incident on the facility/assets at
large. The Incident Commander can also
virtually monitor the location of all onsite
personnel using tagging systems such GPS,
making it easier to direct them to safe zones.
Safety & Security By tagging all onsite staﬀ
and contractors, the Safety and Security
Manager can use mXvision to check who is on
site at any given time and if they have the
permission and authorisations to access the
various parts of sites. This can all be done
virtually by indicating and setting up alarms/
ﬂags regarding people, equipment and
permissions and authorised zones.

KEY FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

An augmented/virtual representation of
assets and their interdependencies
Enhanced asset data capture
Using advanced analytics (AI/machine
learning) to optimise asset intervention
Remote monitoring of sites in AR/VR
Visual system alerts/notiﬁcations of faults or
anomalous readings
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INDUSTRY CHALLENGES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Restricted working conditions
Hazardous travel and working conditions
Enforced or encouraged social distancing
Large volumes of urgent support
Protracted problem diagnosis or
resolution duration
Diﬃculty identifying equipment and
systems remotely
Lack of end user technical acumen
Delayed resolution due to scheduling or
availability of technicians to visit
Skills gap – ageing workforce

mXremote is a user friendly online remote
assistant system that enables your
customers or oﬀsite staﬀ to connect to your
support staﬀ for instant advice, support and
resolution of some simple, frequently
occurring faults. mXremote is a completely
web-based system with no need to
download or install any apps or software.
mXremote allows you to see what your
customer sees, giving you the environment
to work through their problem as if you
were right there with them. You can do all
this without ever leaving your oﬃce or
home. Start providing remote assistance in
3 easy steps:
 Log in to the mXremote website
 Send invite to your customer (SMS/email)
 Start a remote video session

KEY
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KEY FEATURES
• Secure access
• Instant, remote support and assistance
with installation, diagnosis and repair
• Real-time visual and interactive
communication
• Multi-platform, browser-based access
• Invite customer to session via email, SMS
or other means
• See what your customer sees
• Annotate in context for instant guidance
• Save annotated screens
• Enable or Disable audio and video
• Inﬁnitely scalable to high call volume
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